Welcome

13 universities
130 Sold out!
Final year
About us

- Leonore @LeonoreEvansSLT
- Denise @den_bain
- Final year students from Birmingham City University.
Organising

- Student Day working group members representing student voice on the planning team.
- Thank-you to...
Icebreaker...
1. **DRAW**
   - Quick self-portrait
   - Be discrete.

2. **SWAP**
   - Fold paper.
   - Place in the centre.
   - Pick one out from the mix.

3. **MEET**
   - Guess who.
   - Let the person reveal/confirm.

4. **SHARE**
   - Name & University
   - SLT like/dislike?
   - A random fact.
Why not tweet about …

• Your favourite moments of the day.

• Tips have you learned.

• Important qualities of SLTs.
#SLTin3

Raising awareness of how SLTs transform lives

3 ways to get involved...

1. 3 tweets describing 3 ways in which ‘SLTs transform lives’ using the hashtag #SLTin3 and tag @GivingVoiceUK

2. Record a short video to describe 3 ways in which ‘SLTs transform lives’. Upload to Twitter using the hashtag #SLTin3 and tag @GivingVoiceUK

3. Not a Twitter user? No problem! Write your 3 observations on a speech bubble. To share your contribution with the campaign, take a photo and email christina.stapleton@mail.bcu.ac.uk and we can post to Twitter on your behalf (you can remain anonymous, if preferred)

This campaign will be launched by BCUSLT students on Monday 6th November at IP Light in Belgium (a European Programme for SLT students)

For all SLT students, clinicians and lecturers in the UK - get involved and tweet your messages over the week too! (Monday 6th - Friday 10th November)
Thank-you & all the best!